Along with urbanization, the cities in China are faced with a series of adjustments such as industrial transformation, economic growth, and organic update. The Huangjueping creative industry (based) in Chongqing developed an industrial cluster built around arts relying on the College and using its vacant resources such as warehouse and factory buildings among others. The industry emphasizes their presence with cultural features and renews the urban blocks with simple and rich distinctive forms. This paper examines the policy and process of urban transformation using arts, culture and creativity. We found out that culture and creativity can modify urban fabric using arts in a process of urban renewal, and creating industrial clusters. We also found out that graffiti can be used to create unique urban traits and distinctiveness, and that industrial clusters are more effective in cultural and creative industries compared to other local economic development activities. The paper concludes that focusing policy on utilizing a city's uniqueness provides a new perspective to developing sustainably.
Introduction
The value of culture to economic and structural transformation is not easily determinable. This has made the argument for additional public funding and investment in the area of cultural industries difficult. Yet, it is known to be contributing to employment generation and social identity among several benefits (see, for instance, O'Connor, n.d.). The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) through the Global Alliance for Cultural Diversity program note that, creative industries via culture has become an important pillar of modern day post-industrial knowledge-based economies (UNESCO, n.d.) . They include the creation and production of intangible cultural products and services such as cinematographic and phonographic materials, printing, publishing, multimedia, crafts and design etc (Ibid.). The broader dimension of all the cultural industry activities including more advanced artistic components and creative activities is what constitutes the creative industry (see details in section 3.1).
Well developed clusters of cultural and creative industries provide opportunities for small businesses (especially cultural industries) to overcome barriers to competition (using internal linkages), and for promoting local economic development. According to Porter (2000) , businesses in industrial clusters are linked by commonalities and complimentarities in a geographically proximate unit (Porter, 2000) . Such is the case of the creative industry in the Chinese city of Huangjueping.
Huangjueping city are only 5.08 square km and is located southeast of Jiulongpo district of Chongqing (southwest China). The city has over 69 large or medium-sized enterprises including Chongqing power plant and institutions such as the Sichuan Fine Arts University, Chongqing Electric Power College, and 26 storage companies among others. With the transformation of the district economy and the reorganization of urban space in Chongqing, Huangjueping as the transport and industrial base was left with a large number of vacant warehouses. The city also had a strong artistic atmosphere because of the nature and influence of the Sichuan Fine Arts University in nearly 70 years. There are more than tens of thousands art university entrance examinations taken by students every year. These students are made up largely of artists. There are also dozens of large and small sculpture factories that form the premise for the thriving creative industry. The Huangjueping graffiti Art Street was opened and has hosted the grand Chinese graffiti festival since June 2007. This marked the beginning of the Huangjueping creative industrial base. At the end of 2007, the Jiulongpo District Government formulated the development direction of Huangjueping as: developing the art resources of Sichuan Fine Arts University greatly using idle spatial resources in the region, developing creative industrial clusters, supporting the formation of the municipal creative industries and the national arts tourism area with the Fine Arts University as the core and Huang Jue Ping Art Street as the central axis.
Methods

Materials
This paper is both theoretical and empirical. It uses theoretical foundations of urban renewal and creative industry to position and provide a conceptual base for the practical experience in the city of Huangjueping, Chongqing Municipality, China. The theoretical aspects include document reviews and discourse analysis of media and public discourse.
Primary data was collected through interviews with state agencies, the municipality of Chongqing and the creative industry project contact persons. Other experts in academia particularly the Sichuan Fine Art University also provided insights into the design and practice of the creative industry models in China. A total of two months in 2010 was used to collect and collate the views and documents used in the analysis and presentation contained herein.
The analysis involved mainly statistical tabulations of the views and data collected, and interpretations of the statistics. Details of the findings are summarized and presented under subheadings in section 3 titled 'results'.
Area Description
China's economic success in recent times has attracted international attention leading to many researchers choosing case studies in what has become the worlds' most successful communist country. The decision to present perspectives (of this paper) from there can therefore be treated as a state of the art. The theme is particularly important in the context of China as many are looking up to learning from the magic of economic and social transformation in the world's most populous country.
Chongqing is one of the big cities in Southwest China. It is also one of the five national central cities of the People's Republic of China (PRC). The municipality is one of China's four direct-controlled municipalities (the other three are Beijing, Shanghai and Tianjin), and the only such municipality in mainland China. Created in 1997, the municipality of Chongqing succeeded the sub-provincial city administration that was part of Sichuan Province. In November 2010, the municipality had a population of 28.9 million with an urbanized area of 7 million (Chongqing Municipality, 2011) . The municipality has 19 districts, 15 counties, and 4 autonomous counties. With an area of 82,401 square km, Chongqing is the largest direct-controlled municipality (Ibid).
Results
Creative Industries
The term creative industries encompass a broader range of activities which include the cultural industries plus all cultural or artistic production, whether live or produced as an individual unit. The creative industries are those in which the product or service contains a substantial element of artistic or creative endeavour and include activities such as architecture and advertising. Australia issued the first national cultural development strategy, put forward the concept of establishing a "country of creative industries'' ruled by related development policies, and pushed by the concept of creative industries in 1994. The government then came out with a clear concept of the cultural industries combined with the creative industries in the late 1990s (Qiang, 2007) .
Later, the British found prospects and value in creative industries and put forward creative industries at the core of developing British economy in 1997 by establishing the UK Creative Industries Task Force. The group issued the Creative Industries Mapping Document in 1998 which first explained explicitly the concept of creative industries. According to the document, a creative industry encompass individual creativity where skill and talent become the instruments for creating wealth and increasing potential employment by means of developing and using intellectual property rights (Drake, 2003) . The common forms of art activities in this area are: Advertising, Antiques, Architecture, Crafts, Design, Fashion, Film, Leisure, software, Music, Performing Arts, Publishing, TV and radio, etc. (Ibid).
After 10 years of development, creative industries theory had made great progress. Many experts and scholars brought out original ideas on the concept of creative industries and made outstanding contributions to the theory and practice of creative industries. They include the British economist John Hawkins in his books the Four Global Scenarios on Information, the Creative Economy: how people make money from ideas, and Collaboration and Ownership in the Digital Economy (published in 1997, 2001, 2003) respectively.
American cultural and economic theorist Richard Caves (in his article 'Contracts between Art and Commerce') documented a wide range of commercial interactions across the creative industry. It includes visual and performing arts, movies, theatre, sound recordings, and book publishing (Caves, 2003) . There are other scholars such as Chinese Peking University professor Ji-ci Wang, Beijing Municipal Science and Technology Research Institute associate Jingcheng Zhang and so on. Although the concept of creative industries varies in different countries, it has been accepted generally in most countries as above.
Though it started late, the creative industry developed rapidly in mainland China. Shanghai, Shenzhen, Beijing and other cities promoted the development of creative industries actively and formed a number of groundbreaking creative industry bases. For example Beijing had 798 of such enterprises. In 2008, cultural and creative industries in Beijing, Shanghai and Shenzhen grew by 19%, 20% and 22% respectively (Yanfei et al., 2010) . The value of the industry reached about €3.3 billion at the end of 2010 in Chongqing representing an increase of nearly 25% from the previous year. There have also been built 25 creative arts industry bases such as Hongyadong, BaGuoCity, ShiMei animation base, 501 bases etc (Chongqing Municipal Bureau of Statistics, 2011). In Chongqing, the Huangjueping region has five of such bases.
The Spatial Renewal and Industrial Planning of Chuanmei Creative Valley
Huangjueping is relying on the university to transform the teaching and research ability of the universities in the area into an industrial development park, and make the warehouse and plants around it more useful. It has created a new form of interaction among academics, the university, industry and government. This is however yet to manifest itself in the spatial organization of ChuamMei valley. It is still young to be termed as a failure and might just need some more time to make significant impacts.
Project Positioning
The layouts of the creative industries comprise one core, one axis and one ring in the Huangjueping region. The core is the Sichuan Fine Arts University, the axis is Huangjueping Graffiti Street, and the ring is the creative industries cluster belt around the core of Sichuan Fine Arts University with a radius of approximately 1km. Since most of the teaching units of Sichuan Fine Arts University had immigrated into Chongqing Higher Education Mega Centre (outside the area), they only have some teaching units such as Commercial Arts Department, Applied Fine Arts Department, Continuing Education Department etc. and about 3,000 students in Huangjueping. JiuLongPo district set up a project group to re-plan and manage the region and called this area the ChuanMei Creative Valley (Sichuan Fine Arts University Creative Valley) in March 2010.
The project components include: deepening the rich cultural heritage of art and humanities; good cultural ecology and an excellent cultural and creative atmosphere in Sichuan Fine Arts University (Huangjueping Campus) taking advantage of teaching, research and experiment space resources of Huangjueping areas, and combining the planning and renewal of factories, warehouses as well as buildings in the area. It is also developing large-scale industrial clusters covering film, television animation, painting, sculpture, landscape architecture, art design, crafts and other forms of arts to become the largest cultural industrial park in the southwest region. The project is seeking further to build the Sichuan Fine Arts University Creative Valley as a government-led, market-oriented, multi-format, industrially-clustered, and a distinctively national creative industrial base.
Planning the Creative Industry
Sichuan Fine Arts University Creative Valley has four industries: arts exhibition, arts commerce, arts creation, and arts education. Art education industries have 10 years of history in Huangjueping. There are hundreds of fine art schools and training institutions such as the Sichuan Fine Arts University and the 307 arts and design training centres among others. The Art exhibition industry has since begun to take shape. It has nearly 10 large scale exhibition Museums including the Chongqing Art Museum, Sichuan Fine Arts University Gallery, and over 501 art galleries in Huangjueping. The Art include fine art works, business, art books, supplies, and creative cultural products.
An annual Art festival is held every June at the Sichuan Fine Arts University. This festival attracts many large auction institutions coming from as far and big as Beijing and Shanghai for example, art lovers and the general public who go for exhibitions or to purchase art works. For promoting the art works market, Huangjueping set up Chongqing contemporary art business centre in 2010. Art creation industries have been weak for some time now. But efforts are been made to make the cultural and creative industries the focus for the future development of Huangjueping.
The planning of ChuanMei Creative Valley had nine design professionals, 31 categories of cultural and creative industries including visual arts design, industrial product design, landscape architecture, and planning. The total area covered is more than 40,000 square meters making it the largest of the four major industries (see Figure 1. ). Experience from Huangjueping has shown that creative industries can integrate culture, creativity and economic development together. Renewing urban space through the creative industry has therefore become a new approach to urban design. Developing rationally and utilizing the city's unique resources, promoting the creative industry to bigger clusters are the new trend to achieving the city's urban renewal under the urban cultural context and developing sustainably in recent years.
Urban renewal by means of creative industries as a theme should emphasize the characteristics of blocks, combine the development of creative industries with the local industrial and consumption structures, integrating the development of creative industries with the historical and cultural heritage protection, continuing the city's context are the driving forces for urban development and the realization of urban economic growth in this era of urban land adjustments. A perfect design therefore is making every building and street as well as the whole city a work of art and a product of culture. Future research could focus on the financial aspects of cultural industries and their contribution to local economic development.
